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Abstract Hybridization between wild and domestic species is of conservation concern because it can result in the
loss of adaptations and/or disappearance of a distinct taxon.
Wolves from Vancouver Island, British Columbia (Canada),
have been subject to several eradication campaigns during
the twentieth century and were considered virtually extirpated between 1950 and 1970. In this study, we use control
region mitochondrial DNA sequences and 13 autosomal
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microsatellite loci to characterize Vancouver Island wolves
as well as dogs from British Columbia. We observe a turnover in the haplotypes of wolves sampled before and after the
1950–1970 period, when there was no permanent wolf
population on the island, supporting the probable local
extinction of wolves on Vancouver Island during this time,
followed by re-colonization of the island by wolves from
mainland British Columbia. In addition, we report the
presence of a domestic dog mtDNA haplotype in three
individuals eliminated in 1986 that were morphologically
identified as wolves. Here we show that Vancouver Island
wolves were also identified as wolves based on autosomal
microsatellite data. We attribute the hybridization event to
the episodically small size of this population during the recolonization event. Our results demonstrate that at least one
female hybrid offspring, resulting from a cross of a male
wolf and a female dog or a female hybrid pet with dog
mtDNA, successfully introgressed into the wolf population.
No dog mtDNA has been previously reported in a population
of wild wolves. Genetic data show that Vancouver Island
wolves are distinct from dogs and thus should be recognized
as a population of wild wolves. We suggest that the introgression took place due to the Allee effect, specifically a lack
of mates when population size was low. Our findings
exemplify how small populations are at risk of hybridization.
Keywords Allee effect · Canada · Canis · Domestic dog ·
Historical DNA · Hybridization · Introgression ·
Microsatellites · mtDNA · Museum specimens · Wolf

Introduction
Hybridization among canids may be associated with
human-induced population fragmentation, density alterations

and/or disruption of their social structures. In such situations it could be difficult for individuals to find appropriate
mates (one cause of the Allee effect; Allee 1931; Stephens
et al. 1999), making members of another closely related
species, including free-ranging domestic dogs (Canis
familiaris), appear as suitable partners.
Hybridization between wild canids and domestic dogs
has been reported to occur sporadically. Adams et al.
(2003) reported the presence of a domestic dog mtDNA
haplotype in coyotes (C. latrans), likely due to the presence
of only young coyote males released for hunting. Gottelli
et al. (1994) reported the presence of hybrids in the very
fragmented and small Ethiopian wolf (C. simensis) population resulting from the cross of female wolves and male
dogs. Hybrids of grey wolves and dogs have been reported
both by sightings and genetic studies. Young and Goldman
(1944) hypothesized that where wolves were decreasing
they might hybridize with dogs. Mendelssohn (1982),
Boitani (1982) and Bibikov (1982) reported morphological
evidence of hybrids in Israel, Italy and the USSR, respectively. Vilà et al. (2003a) confirmed the presence of F1
hybrids resulting from the cross of a female grey wolf and a
male dog in the very small and recently re-founded
Scandinavian population. Although nuclear genetic data
have provided evidence for hybridization in Bulgaria, Italy,
Latvia, Spain, Sweden and other regions (e.g. Randi et al.
2000; Andersone et al. 2002; Randi and Lucchini 2002;
Vilà et al. 2003a; Verardi et al. 2006), no dog mtDNA has
been observed to have introgressed into any wolf population. This suggests either that hybridization is asymmetric
or that female F1 hybrids with dog mtDNA do not reproduce because they do not survive to adulthood or are not
able to socialize into wolf populations (i.e., become
reproductive females; Vilà and Wayne 1999; Randi et al.
2000). Hybridization raises several conservation concerns,
such as loss of a species’ or populations’ specific adaptations and their potential extinction as a distinct taxon (e.g.
Gottelli et al. 1994; Muñoz-Fuentes et al. 2007; Randi
2008).
Vancouver Island, roughly 30,000 km2, is located along
the west coast of Canada and is separated from the British
Columbian mainland by three channels that are, in places,
less than a kilometre wide. Since the 1920s, several
attempts were made to eradicate the wolf population on the
island, which was thought to be virtually extirpated by
1950 (I. M. Cowan, personal communication; Scott and
Shackleton 1982). Between 1950 and 1970 there were
infrequent reports of wolves, none of them confirmed. In
the 1970s sightings increased, and by 1976 wolves were
regularly observed (Hebert et al. 1982; Reid and Janz
1995). Wolves in nearby areas of coastal British Columbia
have been observed swimming frequently among landmasses (Darimont and Paquet 2002; Paquet et al. 2006),

and so wolves from adjacent coastal British Columbia
likely re-colonized Vancouver Island naturally.
The absence of a permanent wolf presence on Vancouver
Island between 1950 and 1970 suggests that re-colonization
might have been slow. The currents between Vancouver
Island and the mainland are strong, and an immigrating wolf
would immediately encounter human populations, which
are concentrated on the east side of the island. As wolf
numbers increased, hunting and trapping were permitted
again in 1977 and 1979, respectively. Later, between 1982
and 1986, the provincial government administered a wolf
control programme that effectively reduced population size
(Reid and Janz 1995).
To test for potential population differentiation in wolves
on Vancouver Island through time as a consequence of the
extirpation campaigns, we sequenced control region mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) in samples collected during the
twentieth century. Because we found three wolves from
1986 with a domestic dog mtDNA haplotype, we assessed
the potential effects of hybridization on the current (post1970s) wolf population on the island. Accordingly, we
analysed mtDNA and 13 autosomal microsatellite loci in
post-1970s wolves from Vancouver Island and dogs from
British Columbia.

Methods
Materials
We analyzed 33 wolves from Vancouver Island and 29
dogs from adjacent coastal British Columbia (Table 1).
Wolf samples were derived from museum specimens collected between 1910 and 1986 (n = 31) and fresh samples
collected in 2005 and 2007 (n = 2). Tissue was tooth root
from museum specimens and muscle and dry skin from
animals legally hunted or trapped for reasons other than
this study. All dogs were sampled in 2007 for reasons other
Table 1 Samples of dogs and wolves from British Columbia analysed
in this study
Species

Date

n-mtDNA

n-Microsatellites

Dogs

2007

29

29

Wolves

1910–1950
1977
1985, 1986
2005, 2007

13a
1b
17c
2

–
–
17d
2

a
b
c
d

One sequence in Muñoz-Fuentes et al. (2009)
Muñoz-Fuentes et al. (2009)
Fourteen sequences in Muñoz-Fuentes et al. (2009)

One sample consistently failed to amplify and no reliable microsatellite data were obtained

than this study and included pure and mixed breed dogs;
samples were dry blood. They were pets and originated
from four different communities (Bella Bella, Klemtu,
Ocean Falls and Shearwater) on the mainland.

DNA from tooth roots of museum specimens were
extracted following the Yang et al. (1998) protocol as in
Muñ oz-Fuentes et al. (2009). DNA from blood, muscle and
skin samples was extracted using the DNeasy Tissue Kit
(Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) following the manufacturer’s
recommendations.
A 425-basepair (bp) fragment of the 50 end of the mitochondrial control region was amplified with the primers
Thr-L (Vilà et al. 1999) and DLHc (Leonard et al. 2002) as in
Muñ oz-Fuentes et al. (2009). To obtain sequences for 11
museum samples collected in 1977 or earlier, a variety of
internal primers were used in reactions prepared as above
and that yielded PCR products between 108 and 311 bp
(including primers), combining Thr-L and ddl5.R to obtain a
first portion of the fragment, ddl1s.F and ddl2.R to obtain a
middle portion, and ddl1s.F, dog3F or dog5F and DLHc to
obtain the end portion (see supplementary Table S1). In the
case of museum specimens, extraction and PCR negatives
were always included to monitor for potential contamination
and each sample was sequenced at least twice from independent PCRs. Ambiguities were resolved by sequencing
the product of two or more additional independent PCRs.
Sequences for three museum wolf samples were approximate because amplification of a portion of the 425-bp
fragment consistently failed, resulting in an unresolved C/T
ambiguity for one sample and either 132 or 150 bp missing
for two samples (Table 2).
PCR products were purified in 18-ll reactions containing 15 ll of PCR product, 12 U of Exonuclease I (New
England Biolabs) and 1.2 U of Shrimp Alkaline Phosphatase (USB Corporation) incubated at 37°C for 15 min
followed by 80°C for 15 min. Both strands of each PCR
product were sequenced with the same primers as used for
amplification and then reaction products were separated in
an automated sequencer (ABI 3730xl DNA Analyzer,
Applied Biosystems). Sequences from multiple PCRs were
checked and edited using Sequencher 4.6 (Gene Codes
Corporation), and were then aligned by eye using Se-Al
v2.0a11 Carbon (Rambaut 1996). Sequences have been
submitted to the EMBL/GenBank/DDBJ database (Accession numbers: FN298173–FN298218).

et al. 2003b; Sundqvist et al. 2006) to type 48 individuals
(Table 1), and included u109, u173, u225, u250, u253
(Ostrander et al. 1993), vWF (Shibuya et al. 1994), 2006,
c2079, c2088, c2096 (Francisco et al. 1996), PEZ3, PEZ5
and PEZ12 (Perkin Elmer, Zoogen). One 3-multiplex with
u109, u173 and u225, and two 2-multiplex, one with u250
and vWF and another with c2079 and PEZ3, were performed, whereas all other loci were single-plexed. All
samples were amplified by PCR in 10-ll reactions containing 19 Gold Buffer (Applied Biosystems), 2.5 mM
MgCl2, 1 mM dNTPs (0.25 mM each), 0.5 lM each primer (0.4 lM in the case of multiplexes), 10–100 ng of
genomic DNA and 0.35 U of AmpliTaq Gold DNA polymerase (Applied Biosystems). PCRs were performed in a
PTC-225 (MJ Research) thermocycler with an initial
denaturation step of 95°C for 5 min followed by 20 cycles
of 95°C for 30 s, 55°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 1 min; 25
cycles of 95°C for 30 s, 52°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 1 min;
and a final extension of 72°C for 7 min. In the case of loci
253, 2006, 2088 and the multiplex containing 250 and vWF
all cycles were performed with annealing temperature set
to 55°C. For museum specimens and in the case of loci
109, 173, 225, 2079, 2076, PEZ3, PEZ5 and PEZ12 we
conducted re-amplifications (three per sample and locus) in
single-plexed reactions using 2 ll of the PCR products
previously obtained and following the conditions indicated
above. PCR products were electrophoresed on a MegaBACE sequencer (Amersham). Fragment sizes were determined using Genetic Profiler v2.2 (Amersham) by
comparison to an internal size standard.
Given the degraded nature of DNA extracts from
museum specimens, the risk of allelic dropout and false
alleles exists in samples that are just 30 years old (Sefc
et al. 2003). Allelic dropout is the no amplification of one
of the alleles in a heterozygous individual and a false allele
is the amplification of a PCR artifact, both leading to
erroneous genotypes if the genotyping is not repeated
(Taberlet et al. 1996). To avoid these problems, museum
samples were genotyped multiple times from independent
PCRs. Heterozygote genotypes were accepted after two
identical genotypes were obtained from independent PCRs
and homozygote genotypes after three identical genotypes
were acquired. For standard PCRs, the rate of dropout per
locus ranged between 0 and 41% and the rate of false
alleles ranged between 0 and 3%; for re-amplifications, the
rate was 0–37% and 0–8%, respectively (Table 3). To
calculate these, we followed the recommendations of
Broquet and Petit (2004).

Typing microsatellite loci

Data analyses

Thirteen unlinked autosomal microsatellite loci, initially
developed for dogs, were selected from the literature (Vilà

To group mtDNA sequences into haplotypes we used TCS
version 1.21 (Clement et al. 2000). We then estimated the

Sequencing mtDNA control region

Table 2 Vancouver Island wolf
samples analysed in this study

a

Institutions contributing
samples: Cowan, Cowan
Vertebrate Museum; RBCM,
Royal British Columbia
Museum
b
Sex: F, female; M, male;
?, unknown
c

Age: Ad, Adult; Imm,
immature; ?, unknown
d
Year, month, day
(YYYYMMDD)
e
Unresolved C/T ambiguity
f
Incomplete mtDNA sequence
g
Amplifications unsuccessful
(no genotype data)
h
Published (Muñoz-Fuentes
et al. 2009)

Specimen codea

Sexb

Agec

Collection
dated

Tissue

Haplotype

Microsatellites
attempted?

RBCM 001441
Cowan 6146

?
M

Ad
?

19100000
19320326

Tooth root
Tooth root

lu68
lu68h

No
No

RBCM 001862

F

Ad

19370329

Tooth root

lu68e

No

RBCM 001864
RBCM 001863
RBCM 003339
RBCM 005304

M
F
M
F

Ad
Ad
Ad
Ad

19370416
19370417
19380800
19470924

Tooth
Tooth
Tooth
Tooth

lu68
lu68
lu68
lu68

No
No
No
No

RBCM 005305
RBCM 005306
RBCM 005307

?
?
?

Imm
Imm
Imm

19470924
19470924
19470924

Tooth root
Tooth root
Tooth root

lu68
lu68f
lu68/38f

No
No
No

RBCM 005647
RBCM 005648

M
F

Ad
Ad

19500225
19500225

Tooth root
Tooth root

lu68
lu68

No
No

RBCM 005659
Cowan 10876
RBCM 015382
RBCM 015392

M
F
M
F

Ad
Ad
Ad

19500930
19771019
19851005
19851024

Tooth
Tooth
Tooth
Tooth

lu68
lu38h
lu38h
lu38h

No
No
Yes
Yes

RBCM 016086

F

Ad

19860000

Tooth root

Dog

Yesg

RBCM 016089
RBCM 016093
RBCM 016094
RBCM 016097

F
M
M
F

Imm
Ad
Ad
Ad

19860000
19860000
19860000
19860000

Tooth
Tooth
Tooth
Tooth

root
root
root
root

Dog
lu38h
lu38h
Dog

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

RBCM 016099
RBCM 016100
RBCM 016103
RBCM 015387

M
F
M
F

Ad
Ad
?
Ad

19860000
19860000
19860000
19860104

Tooth
Tooth
Tooth
Tooth

root
root
root
root

lu38h
lu38h
lu38h
lu38h

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

RBCM 015386
RBCM 015771

M
F

Ad
Ad

19860127
19860302

Tooth root
Tooth root

lu38h
lu38h

Yes
Yes

RBCM 015766
RBCM 015765

M
F

Ad
Ad

19860601
19860605

Tooth root
Tooth root

lu38h
lu38h

Yes
Yes

RBCM 015775
RBCM 015777
JAL 5171
JAL 5172

M
M
?
M

Ad
Imm
?
Ad

19860626
19860716
20051100
20070300

Tooth root
Tooth root
Muscle
Muscle

lu38h
lu38h
lu38
lu38

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

number of female founders that could have re-colonized
Vancouver Island. Three haplotypes were found in the
adjacent mainland (Muñ oz-Fuentes et al. 2009). We sampled a given number of individuals (potential founders)
from that dataset 1,000 times, and counted the number of
times (out of 1,000) one, two or three haplotypes were
recovered. Because only one haplotype is present in the
contemporary wolf population on Vancouver Island, we
assumed that a certain number of founders (and any
number above this one) was unlikely when it would result
in the arrival of more than one haplotype in at least 95% of
the 1,000 re-samplings (P = 0.05).
We tested the microsatellite data for Hardy–Weinberg
equilibrium and linkage disequilibrium with GENEPOP on
the web (Raymond and Rousset 1995) and applied the false

root
root
root
root

root
root
root
root

discovery rate method (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995) to
evaluate statistical significance when multiple simultaneous tests are performed. We checked for genotyping
errors with MICRO-CHECKER version 2.2.1 (Van
Oosterhout et al. 2004). We used a factorial correspondence
analysis (FCA) in GENETIX version 4.0.5.2 (Belkhir et al.
1996–2004) to plot each individual in a two-dimensional
space according to their microsatellite allele composition
independent of any a priori species designations. We used
HP-RARE v. June–6–2006 (Kalinowski 2005) to correct
allelic richness values for differences in sample size.
We used a Bayesian clustering method as implemented
in STRUCTURE version 2.2 (Pritchard et al. 2000) to
identify the most likely number of populations (K) and to
assign probabilistically individuals to populations without

Table 3 Rate of dropout and false alleles for each locus genotyped in post-1970 wolf museum specimens in this study
Locus

Size (bp)

Standard PCRs
n

Re-amplifications

Successful

Dropout

False

n

Successful

Dropout

False

109
173

140–150
102–112

117
67

0.29
0.37

0.19
0

0
0

51
51

0.69
0.94

0.29
0.06

0.03
0.08

225
250
253
2006

163–169
127–139
106–110
187–191

111
58
101
103

0.38
0.90
0.60
0.83

0.06
0.03
0.02
0.41

0
0
0
0.03

51
0
0
0

0.59
–
–
–

0.38
–
–
–

0.03
–
–
–

2079
2088

276–280
116–128

78
97

0.45
0.86

0
0

0
0

51
0

0.71
–

0.00
–

0
–

2096
PEZ12

99–103
256–296

54
94

0.15
0.51

0.25
0.12

0
0.02

51
51

0.88
0.59

0.00
0.14

0
0.03

PEZ3
PEZ5
vWF
Total

117–142
96–112
157–181

59
74
58
1,071

0.39
0.53
0.88
0.55

0
0.06
0.08
0.10

0
0.03
0
0.01

51
51
0
408

0.80
0.86
–
0.76

0.00
0.11
–
0.12

0
0
–
0.02

Size, allele size in base pairs (bp); n, the number of PCRs performed; Successful, the number of PCRs for which a genotype was obtained;
Dropout, allelic dropout; False, false alleles

using a priori information on sampling location. Ten runs
were completed for each value of K (from 1 to 4) using
30,000 steps for burnin length and 300,000 steps for run
length and we asked the programme to calculate 90%
probability regions for each inferred cluster. The likelihood
values converged during runs, and ten runs for each value
of K yielded almost identical results. All individuals for
which microsatellite data were available were included in
these analyses.
We also used a Bayesian assignment method, as implemented in the software NEWHYBRIDS version 1.1 beta
(Anderson and Thompson 2002), to identify pure individuals and distinguish among hybrid types. This approach
makes no a priori assumptions about population allele frequencies. We set NEWHYBRIDS to distinguish the two
parental species, F1s, F2s, and first-generation backcrosses
to each of the parental species. No a priori information about
the origin of individuals morphologically identified as
wolves was entered into the analysis, while the dogs were
reported to belong to one of the parental species. As recommended in the manual, we ran the program with different
priors to explore the sensitivity of the results.
Finally, to characterize the genetic heterogeneity of the
Vancouver Island wolf population, we used MICROSATELLITE TOOLKIT (Park 2001) to obtain the percentage of
shared alleles between each pair of individuals. A bimodal
distribution would indicate that wolves in Vancouver
Island had different origins based on their nuclear DNA,
potentially reflecting that the wolf population had been
unevenly affected by dog introgression, which would
suggest it had been recent.

Results
MtDNA
We found three haplotypes among the 33 Vancouver Island
wolves, two of which, lu38 and lu68, were previously
reported in British Columbia coastal wolves (Muñ oz-Fuentes et al. 2009). The remaining one was found in dogs.
Among the wolves collected between 1910 and 1950, 12
had haplotype lu68 and one individual had an incomplete
sequence which was compatible with being either lu68 or
lu38 (these two haplotypes only differ in one substitution),
but incompatible with being any of the dog haplotypes
(Table 2). The remaining wolves, collected in 1977 or
later, had either haplotype lu38 (n = 17) or the dog haplotype (n = 3) (Table 2). Those with the dog haplotype
were killed in the same year (1986) in two different locations, roughly 75 km apart, and were females, two adults
and one immature.
Among the 29 dogs analysed from coastal British
Columbia, we observed 12 haplotypes. Of these, the abovementioned dog haplotype was most common (n = 6; 21%).
Two haplotypes were found each in five dogs (17%), one
haplotype in four dogs (14%), one in two dogs (7%), and
seven haplotypes were found each in one individual.
The haplotype found in the sample of dogs and wolves is
separated by 11 substitutions from lu38 (12 in the case of
lu68) and has only been reported in dogs previously
(Accession numbers: U96639.2; AY656747.1; AY656755.1;
AY706485.1; AY706523.1; DQ480495.1). It has previously
been phylogenetically assigned to Clade I of the dog

Microsatellites
A total of 56 alleles were found in 19 wolves from Vancouver Island and 86 in 29 dogs from British Columbia (see
supplementary Table S2 for allele frequencies). When correcting for unequal sample sizes, 76 alleles were estimated
for dogs. Nine private alleles were found in wolves and 39
private alleles in dogs, present in 6 and 13 loci, respectively.
Again correcting for unequal sample sizes, 33 private alleles
were estimated for dogs. The number of alleles per locus
ranged from 2 to 9 in wolves and 4 and 13 in dogs. In the case
of three loci (loci 253, 2006 and 2079) the most frequent
allele was the same in both species; for the remaining loci,
the most frequent allele in one species was present in the
other. One sample corresponding to one of the three wolves
that had a dog mtDNA haplotype consistently failed to
amplify; only six loci could be genotyped once and so we
excluded this sample from the analyses.
MICRO-CHECKER found no evidence for scoring errors
due to stuttering or large allele dropout, but found excess of
homozygotes in dogs for loci 2006, 173, 250 and vWF. After
statistical correction for multiple comparisons, there was
significant evidence that one locus, 2006, was not in Hardy–
Weinberg equilibrium for dogs, but no evidence for linkage
disequilibrium was found in either dogs or wolves. Locus
2006 was excluded from subsequent analyses.
A FCA identified two clusters in a two-dimensional
space based on the genotypes of dogs and wolves, with

Table 4 Number of wolves re-sampled from the mainland 1,000
times and observed number of replicates with a single haplotype
Number of wolves
re-sampled

Number of replicates
with a single haplotype

P

1
3
5

1,000
300
137

1.00
0.30
0.14

6
7
8

86
90
35

0.09
0.09
0.04

1.5
Wolves

Axis 2 (5.99%)

mitochondrial haplotypes (Vilà et al. 1997; Björnerfeldt
et al. 2006).
Based on the mtDNA haplotype frequencies found in the
British Columbia mainland (Muñ oz-Fuentes et al. 2009), a
re-sampling analysis indicated that the probability of
finding more than one wolf haplotype in Vancouver Island
surpassed 95% at eight female founders. Because a single
wolf haplotype was identified in the current post-1970s
population, it is probable that \8 female wolves successfully reproduced to found the contemporary Vancouver
Island wolf population (Table 4).

Dogs

1
0.5
0
-0.5
-1
-1.5
-1.5

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1

Axis 1 (9.66%)
Fig. 1 Factorial correspondence analysis based on the genotypes of
post-1970 Vancouver Island wolves and contemporary British
Columbia dogs analysed in this study. The arrows indicate two
individuals morphologically identified as wolves that had dog mtDNA

dogs assigning to one cluster and wolves to another
(Fig. 1). The two wolves with dog mtDNA that was possible to genotype clustered within the wolves and were not
more closely related to one another than to other wolves in
the population.
STRUCTURE identified two groups (K = 2) as the
most probable (Ln of prob of data = -1610.3) and
strongly assigned dogs to one group and individuals morphologically identified as wolves to another, including the
two wolves with dog mtDNA (Fig. 2). For all individuals
except two dogs and two wolves (91% of the samples), the
inferred proportion of ancestry to their respective population was [90%, with probability intervals oscillating
between 0.6–0.96 and 1 for either dogs or wolves (see
supplementary Table S3 for results). For the two remaining
wolves it was 79 and 78% (probability intervals 0.4–1) and
for the two remaining dogs it was 89% (0.5–1) and 74%
(0.3–1). The two wolves with dog mtDNA had 95% of
ancestry attributed to the wolf population and had probability intervals between 0.7 and 1. The results obtained
from NEWHYBRIDS differed for different combinations
of priors for both wolves and dogs, and so were considered
unreliable according to the software manual.
We plotted the percentage of alleles shared by wolf pairs
sampled in 1985 and 1986 and a unimodal distribution was
observed (Fig. 3), indicating that the Vancouver Island
wolf population is uniform in respect to genotypes, suggesting that the dog introgression was early in the re-colonization process.

Discussion
Vancouver Island wolves through time
MtDNA data showed a turnover in wolf haplotype composition following the period of intense persecution by

* *
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Fig. 2 Bar plot of Structure based on the genotypes of post-1970
Vancouver Island wolves and contemporary British Columbia dogs
analysed in this study. Individuals morphologically identified as
wolves were eliminated from the population in 1985 (n = 2) and
1986 (n = 14), except for two marked with an asterisk (*) killed in
2005 and 2007. The arrows indicate two individuals morphologically
45

identified as wolves that had dog mtDNA. The most probable
structure is based on two groups (K = 2). Each bar represents an
individual and the coloured area is proportional to the relative amount
of ancestry attributed to the wolf (black) or the dog (light grey)
population based on the individual’s genotype

mainland wolves. Our re-sampling analysis indicates that
likely \8 females arrived to reproduce on Vancouver
Island, suggesting that re-colonization of the island by
wolves from the mainland is a rare event and little gene
flow is present. The rarity of colonization is also supported
by the long period (*20 years) in which wolves were not
established on the island.
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Fig. 3 Percentage of alleles shared by wolves sampled in Vancouver
Island between 1985 and 1986

humans. We detected only haplotype lu68 among wolves
killed between 1910 and 1950, whereas wolves killed in
1977 or later had haplotype lu38. These haplotypes are the
most frequent (18.7 and 76%, respectively) in coastal
wolves from adjacent mainland British Columbia, while
another one was less frequent (5.3%) and found in the north
and the south of the coastal area (Muñoz-Fuentes et al.
2009). The combination of infrequent wolf reports that
were never confirmed during the 1950s and 1960s on
Vancouver Island (Reid and Janz 1995) and the replacement of the mtDNA haplotype strongly supports the
hypothesis of a local extinction of wolves on Vancouver
Island during this time, followed by a re-colonization by

The presence of a domestic dog mtDNA haplotype in
individuals morphologically identified as wolves, implies
that at least one hybridization event took place on Vancouver Island. Our data suggest that a female dog or a
female hybrid with dog mtDNA must have mated with a
male wolf and successfully raised at least one female offspring to become subsequently a reproductive female in the
population. In a small population where individuals are recolonizing, a hybrid female may have higher chances of
reproducing due to limited mate availability (Allee effect).
Obstacles to male wolf–female dog hybridization are not
only behavioural, but also physiological (Vilà and Wayne
1999). Male wolves have seasonal sperm production and
overlap in time with female wolves coming into oestrus
between late January and April, while male dogs produce
sperm all year round and female dogs have two oestrus
periods each year that may occur in any month. Therefore,
when male wolves are able to mate, the frequency of
female wolves in oestrus should outnumber the number of
female dogs in oestrus. Consequently, opportunities for a
female dog to mate with a male wolf would normally be
infrequent (Vilà and Wayne 1999). Notably, despite
behavioural and physiological obstacles to the mating of
wolves and domestic dogs, ecological and social conditions
were met on Vancouver Island that allowed hybridization
to take place.

Autosomal microsatellite data showed that wolves and
dogs formed two distinct clusters (FCA, Fig. 1; Structure,
Fig. 2). Two wolves eliminated from the population in 1986
that had wolf mtDNA were identified by STRUCTURE as
having 23 and 21% dog ancestry with probability intervals
between 0 and 0.6. However, a pure-breed dog was identified as having 27% wolf ancestry with probability regions
between 0 and 0.7. These results together with the inconsistent NEWHYBRIDS’ results, do not allow us to say with
certainty whether these two individuals were backcrosses to
wolves or pure wolves. The lack of F1s and the presence of
two or none backcrosses in wolves from 1985 to 2007
indicates that hybridization of wild wolves with dogs is a
rare event and has not occurred recently. We also note that
all wolf samples correspond to dead individuals and therefore are no longer present in the population.
The three individuals with dog mtDNA were morphologically identified as female wolves and the two of them
for which nuclear data could be collected clustered with the
wolves based on genotype data. Because we found that
wolves with introgressed mtDNA haplotypes had wolf
genotypes, the hybridization event must have happened
several generations ago, likely early in the colonization
process of Vancouver Island. If hybridization had occurred
after 1976, when wolves were abundant on the island, it
would have affected the population unevenly. The uniform
genetic composition of the wolf population on the island
(Fig. 3) further suggests that hybridization did not take
place recently. It is unlikely that wolves or hybrids came
from the southernmost part of coastal British Columbia,
because wolves have been extirpated for more than a
century from this area. The likely source of the founders
for the contemporary Vancouver Island wolf population is
north of this area. This region and the island-network in
between the mainland and Vancouver Island constitute a
largely unsettled area where very few humans (and dogs)
live. Importantly, large-scale wolf control never occurred
in this area, making hybridization unlikely. Moreover,
wolves have been intensively sampled from coastal British
Columbia and among analysed museum samples from the
1930s and 1940s (n = 7), contemporary tissue (n = 3) and
faeces (n = 67), only one dog mtDNA sequence was
detected in a faecal sample, which was likely deposited by
a dog in a wilderness area (Muñoz-Fuentes et al. 2009).
Therefore, the lines of evidence presented above
(behavioural and physiological difficulties, lack of F1s, dog
mtDNA in individuals with a wolf genotype, homogeneous
wolf population and no support for hybrids coming from
the mainland) support the hypothesis that the hybridization
event occurred as the first males were re-colonizing Vancouver Island, before any/many females arrived. Under this
scenario, the only option for one or several male wolves
might have been to mate with a feral female dog or

wolf-dog hybrid, or to forgo breeding altogether. Once
wolves became more abundant, behavioural and physiological mechanisms favoured mating of wolves with each
other.
The population expanded quickly after the mid 1970s,
which may suggest the arrival of one or more additional
wolves from the mainland to the Island. The arrival of a
single immigrant to the isolated and small Scandinavian
population, previously founded by a single male and
female, lead to an increase in heterozygosity and in the
number of wolf packs, to the rapid incorporation of new
alleles and to exponential population growth (Vilà et al.
2003b).
Despite the large number of wolf populations genetically characterized in both Europe and North America (see
‘‘Introduction’’), in many cases heavily hunted and persecuted, to our knowledge this is the first time a domestic dog
haplotype has been found in a wolf population. This suggests that unusual ecological and social conditions have to
be met for this to occur.
Conservation implications
Despite the presence of a domestic dog mtDNA haplotype
in the wolf population of Vancouver Island, the wolf and
dog populations were distinct and no evidence of ongoing
hybridization was identified. Because the wolf population
is morphologically, behaviourally and genetically distinct
from the dog population, the wolves deserve full recognition and protection as a population of wild wolves.
Notably, our data suggest that human-caused population
declines or extirpations can set the conditions for hybridization between wild wolves and domestic dogs to occur. It
is unknown whether the presence of dog mtDNA in these
wolves may have any phenotypic effect, but it nonetheless
demonstrates the possibility that male wolves and female
dogs can produce offspring, which under some circumstances could backcross into the wild wolf population.
These conditions likely depend on very small population
size. Hybridization with dogs may disrupt wolves’ specific
adaptations (behavioural, physiological and potentially
others) and should therefore be avoided. The observation of
introgressed dog mtDNA into Vancouver Island wolves
highlights the importance of maintaining population sizes
that are sufficient to avoid Allee effects. In addition, small
wild populations may suffer from inbreeding depression
(Spielman et al. 2004; Charpentier et al. 2008). Accordingly, management objectives and actions that seek to
reduce wolf populations may be in conflict with prudent
conservation policies.
Likewise, this issue is important when planning for other
small wild canid populations, such as reintroduced Mexican and red wolves in North America. The Mexican wolf

population (Canis lupus baileyi) has been kept at 40–50
individuals during the past several years at its reintroduction site in Arizona and New Mexico (USA) and no current
prospects exist for it to be increased (Hedrick and Fredrickson 2008). The red wolf (Canis rufus) population of
100 individuals now present at North Carolina (USA)
might be similarly threatened; in fact, hybridization with
coyotes was identified in the population as a threat to the
survival of the species and is currently managed (Adams
et al. 2007; Hedrick and Fredrickson 2008). Hybridization
issues, such as the one presented here, could become a
concern in dramatically small and altered canid populations. To avoid them, management actions should aim at
increasing population sizes.
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